. The chemical structures, FitValue scores, PF_Chemgauss4 scores (Chemgauss4 scores after PF filtering), PF_Vina scores (Vina scores after PF filtering) as well as commercial availability of compounds that were cherry-picked from the Specs library. The bold entry refers to the hit compound. Table S3 . 144 chemical entities whose top-scoring poses from Vina/VinaScore were not predicted as "native-like". The scores and ranks of their top-scoring poses and native poses are listed. 7 potential hits that dropped out of the compound list of Vina were highlighted in bold. AG-690/40698078-57436 -6.9 588 2 -6.8 601 95
ID
AQ-149/41812747-204808 -6.9 588 2 -6.9 571 96
AH-487/41954166-65180 -6.9 588 3 -6.9 571 97
AO-854/43457687-178827 -6.9 588 5 -6.6 665 98
AN-465/43411362-140241 -6.9 588 2 -6.9 571 99 AN-329/40614264-123712 -6.9 588 3 -6.7 634 100 AP-853/43368072-194418 -6.9 588 2 -6.8 601 101
AP-263/43370995-185762 -6.9 588 2 -6.8 601 102
AN-329/43211399-129001 -6.9 588 3 -6.7 634 103
AO-365/43473937-171540 -6.9 588 2 -6.9 571 104 AN-329/42158845-126609 -6.9 588 2 -6.9 571 105 AK-968/40282836-102790 -6.9 588 2 -6. Figure S1 . Grid search to find the optimal pair of parameters (C, γ) for model building. Figure S2 . The first-round screening of 11 purchased compounds for HDAC3 inhibitor(s). A compound is regarded as active if the enzymatic activity (%) after the treatment of that compound is less than 50%. The columns filled in black refer to the hit compound. SAHA was used as a positive control. Figure S3 . The predicted binding modes of three inactive compounds, i.e. 2-3 (A), 2-4 (B) and 2-5 (C). Color codes: light blue, HDAC3; green, hit compounds; blue sphere, zinc ion. Figure S4 . Dose response curves of each hit compound (i.e. 2, 2-1 and 2-2) for HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC8, HDAC4 and HDAC6. SAHA or TSA (for HDAC4) was used as the positive control.
